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Practical C++ Design: From Programming to ArchitectureApress, 2017

	
		Go from competent C++ developer to skilled designer or architect using this book as your C++ design master class. This title will guide you through the design and implementation of a fun, engaging case study. Starting with a quick exploration of the requirements for building the application, you'll delve into selecting an...
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Visual C++ 6: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 1998
This book opens with a tour of how to use the sixth version of Microsoft's compiler. The author surveys the compiler's features and tools (including a reference to every available menu option) and discusses the basics of installing it and getting it up and running.
 Next the authors introduce the basics of the C and C++ programming languages....
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Powerhouse Partners : A Blueprint for Building Organizational Culture for Breakaway ResultsDavies-Black Publishing, 2004
For any manager or executive committed to achieving business goals through effective strategic partnership, this book gathers successes of some of the world's leading companies to deliver a tool kit for shaping a partnering culture.

From the author who introduced the groundbreaking concept of Partnering Intelligence come the...
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802.11 WLANs and IP Networking: Security, QoS, and MobilityArtech House Publishers, 2005
Even after all the earthly riches are enjoyed there still remains in the heart a
longing for knowledge, true knowledge. It is this longing and the desire to bring
the knowledge to others that resulted in the revelation of this book.

“How do IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks (WLANs) work together
with the...
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Software Architecture Design Patterns in JavaAuerbach Publications, 2004
 Partha Kuchana is an experienced enterprise systems architect. He understands that patterns are not about things that are just good ideas, but that patterns are about capturing knowledge bred from experience. This hard-won knowledge is what Partha is sharing with readers of his book. Here are some of the things I really like about what he has...
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Flash 5 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"The must-have book for all Flash developers!"
—James Baker, Creative Director, the wddg
    "The Flash 5 Bible is the book to have."
—Todd Purgason, Creative Director, Juxt Interactive    

    If Flash 5 can do it, you can do it too...
    Whether you're a Web-development...
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Essential Windows Workflow Foundation (Microsoft .NET Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
  

Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) is a groundbreaking approach to writing and executing programs. WF programs are assembled out of resumable program statements called activities, which provide encapsulation of both domainspecific logic and control flow patterns reflective of real-world...
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Microsoft  Windows  SharePoint  Services Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2005
Take your Windows SharePoint Services experience to the next level! Designed for advanced users, this supremely organized reference packs all the information you need to master every major tool, task, and enhancement in Windows SharePoint Serviceswithout the fluff. Discover how to simplify information sharing, make team collaboration more...
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Professional Web 2.0 Programming (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
Web 2.0 architecture opens up an incredible number of options for flexible web design, creative reuse, and easier updates. Along with covering the key languages and techniques of Web 2.0, this unique book introduces you to all of the technologies that make up Web 2.0 at a professional level. Throughout the chapters, you'll find code for several...
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Artificial Intelligence and Symbolic Computation: 7th International Conference, AISC 2004, Linz, Austria, September 22-24, 2004.Springer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Symbolic Computation, AISC 2004, held in Linz, Austria in September 2004.
The 17 revised full papers and 4 revised short papers presented together with 4 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book....
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Voice Over IPv6: Architectures for Next Generation VoIP NetworksNewnes, 2006
IPv6 (Internet Protocol version 6) is the future of Internet telephony. And this book is your guide to that future.

IPv6 is the replacement for the currently used IPv4 (Internet Protocol version 4). IPv6 will offer increased IP addresses (full 128-bit addresses, compared to the 32-bit addresses of IPv4), enhanced security, and greater...
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AdvancED Flex Application Development: Building Rich Media XFriends of Ed, 2007
Many Flex books cover the basics—this book does something different, and goes far further. The authors, leading Flash platform developers at Almer/Blank, working with Adobe User Group communities, are the creators of the Rich Media Exchange (RMX), a social media network for Adobe developers. In covering just how the RMX was built, this book...
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